High end office spaces
De Ruijterkade 139 in Amsterdam

Dock your
business at
a key
Amsterdam
location
2

In between
the historical
Centre and
upcoming
Amsterdam
North
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A MEETING OF
MONUMENTAL
AND MODERN
Picture high end, modern office spaces, housed in an
impressive, monumental building. Imagine a thriving,
central location where city vibes meet stunning river
views. The Admiral offers all of that and more. This
building has an intriguing history and an eye-catching,
modern twist. It’s where the past and the future live
under one roof.
By virtue of its smart design and central location in an
innovative city, The Admiral offers every conceivable
business facility. Frequent, rapid connections to both
Europe and the world ensure it’s always open for
business. That dynamism and international outlook
contrasts beautifully with serene, centuries-old river views.
Born of the city and inspired by the water, the building’s
design is set to propel the imagination. New ideas and
good energy will wind their way around sleek offices,
green spaces, and well-placed historical artifacts. Such
a positive, high end working environment will enable any
employee or business to truly excel.
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THE ADMIRAL

The perfect
workspace for
any purpose
The Admiral represents a unique opportunity to tailor an attractive office
building to your company’s values, mindset and vision. This historical
landmark is being completely modernized to deliver innovative workspaces in
an accessible, sought-after area. High ceilings and a glass roof will
allow light and air to permeate, while Energy Label A status highlights
achievements in sustainability.
The Admiral can facilitate any type of work environment. At the same time,
it will enhance every day with opportunities to enjoy the garden or roof
terrace. Its unique seafaring history will be tastefully reflected, while perfect
workspaces are crafted in detail. This mix of history and future-proof design
creates an engaging work environment, one that’s quite unlike any other.
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A place to work,
think, escape.

THE ADMIRAL

Facts and
figures

2,336

2

monumental rooms
and staircase

10

parking spaces behind
the building

32 sq. m.

LFA of open office floorspace

130 sq. m.
roof terrace

min.

to Amsterdam
Central Station

winter garden

sq. m.

2

32
windows with
amazing IJ views

1

modern
elevator and
Energy label A
rating

1,369

parking spaces in Parking
garage Oosterdok

9

min.

from Central
Station to Zuidas
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True to
its nautical
roots

9
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Sea related ornaments
are scattered
throughout the building
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Adding

style

keeping character
Originally built as a United Cargadoors harbor office, The Admiral will remain true to its nautical
roots. Every effort has been made to add style while preserving character. Sea-related ornaments
are scattered throughout the building, giving it a maritime ambiance all of its own. Various
modern features will be applied to this historical canvas, maximizing sustainability, function and
ergonomics. A rooftop terrace and winter garden will accommodate the outdoors. Bright
spaces, high ceilings and wonderful riverbank views will promote wellness and free the mind.
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Outdoor
spaces,
soaring ceilings,
reflections
of light
Lofty ceilings and the addition of glass in the roof complement stunning
features like the winter garden or the roof terrace. Smart, comfortable
workstations are enhanced with charming greenery and an ever-present
feeling of space and light. The Admiral is a place to achieve goals, enjoy
moments of respite, connect to others, or enrich the soul. Its mix of
openness, green retreats, historical elements, and river views will ensure
everyone enjoys the building - as and when they wish.
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Offices
with a
river view
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Modern
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EVERY TYPE
OF WORK
ENVIRONMENT
UNDER ONE
ROOF
A variety of set-ups are possible at The
Admiral. Each area is designed to maximize
employee wellbeing, and the right
workspace is achievable for any purpose.
A mix of large, open office floors will
incorporate clever design and the latest
technological supports. Flexibility on the
division of floorspaces is also offered,
which helps to maximize efficiency.
Private rooms can be included to host calls
or meetings, while comfortable shared
spaces will foster collaboration.
A selection of quieter zones, both indoors
and outdoors, will provide havens for
relaxtion and reflection.
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RETREAT TO
THE GARDEN
OR RISE UP
TO THE ROOF
The Admiral embodies the city’s energy
and the tranquility of water. Such an
incredible location overlooking the IJ
riverbank and Amsterdam North (Noord),
makes for a series of ever-changing vistas.
A visit to the rooftop is worthwhile at any
time of the day. It’s the place to greet
early-morning Amsterdam, take in the
lunch-time bustle, or survey evening skies.
At the same time, enticing green escapes
are found throughout the garden. Whether
interacting with nature or rising above the
city, it’s all possible and pleasant beyond
expectations.
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Roof terrace

Third floor

Second floor

O FFI C E S PAC ES
T H AT F I T YO U R B U S I N E S S

Floorplans

First floor

Ground floor
Flexibility is a huge benefit of locating at The Admiral.
When it comes to creating different work environments,
opportunities abound. It’s infinitely possible to add
variation, optimize workflows and tailor unique spaces.
Large, open floors will be easy to divide up. Bright
offices, private meeting rooms, comfortable
collaboration centers and quiet areas will all be part of the
mix. This adaptability facilitates the creation of unique
office formats, which drive success and promote
wellness. Fortified with a robust history and set for an
exciting future, The Admiral is the perfect setting. It’s a
place where any organization can chart its future course
with confidence.
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Basement
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Roof terrace:		 130 sq. m
Third floor:		 503 sq. m
Second floor:		 526 sq. m
First floor:		 542 sq. m
Ground floor:		 561 sq. m
Basement:		 204 sq. m
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terrace

Ground floor

First floor

-

-

Prestigious entrance with a monumental hallway
561 sq. m. LFA of open office space with windows all around
Winter garden of approximately 23 sq. m.
Views over a landscaped embankment
A pantry and 2 toilets

A monumental style room with views of the river IJ
542 sq. m. LFA of open office space with an 17 sq. m. mezzanine
High ceilings (3,6m) and windows all around
A pantry and 4 toilets
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Second floor

Third floor

- 526 sq. m. LFA of open office space with high ceilings (3,2m)
and windows all around
- A pantry and 4 toilets

- 503 sq. m. LFA of open office space with high ceilings (3,2m)
and windows all around
- A pantry and 4 toilets
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roof terrace

roof terrace

Roof terrace

Basement

- 130 sq. m. roof terrace with views over the city

- 204 sq. m. LFA storage space
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THE ADMIRAL

Environmentally
minded
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Various technical features ensure that light, air and heat are handled in
a quiet, efficient and sustainable way. The building has its own
climate installation and is filled with clever technology from top to
bottom. A brand-new heat pump has been installed on the roof, while
the basement houses a modern air ventilation unit. New electric cabling
reduces the volume of data and network cables. LED lighting adds
ambiance and saves energy, while a new lift facilitates easy movement
around the building. These energy saving innovations contribute to
the building’s Energy Label A rating, while maximizing comfort for its
occupants.
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TUNE INTO
THE CITY,
REFLECT BY
THE WATER
The Admiral’s neighborhood offers the best
of both worlds. Conveniently situated
between Amsterdam’s historical center and
up-and-coming Amsterdam North, it’s a
perfect place to work, achieve and connect
with people. Peaceful environs promote
contemplation and boost productivity, yet
the buzz of the city is right on the doorstep.
The location, and Amsterdam North, is a
thriving hub for many of the city’s visitors.
The Admiral is a charm that’s both old and
new. It’s a tribute to the city, overlooking
the water.
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A10
S116

S116

S114

A10
NDSM

A2

OVERHOEKS

A10

A10

CITY CENTER

Location,
location,
location...

AMSTERDAM ZUID

DE OMVAL

SCHIPHOL AIRPORT

CAR

TRAIN/METRO

Schiphol

20 min.

21 min.

Zuidas

17 min.

20 min.

Amsterdam Overhoeks

12 min.

26 min.

Amsterdam Zuidoost

14 min.

23 min.

The Hague

50 min.

60 min.

Utrecht

40 min.

32 min.

Rotterdam

55 min.

45 min.

Paris

5h

3h 26

Bruxelles

2h10

2h 27

ZUIDAS
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A combination
of superb
accessibility
with peaceful
riverbanks and
great cityscapes.

Everything you need within walking distance

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

CLUBBING

SHOPPING & GROCERIES

HOTELS

• Brooodzaak

• Loetje Centraal

• Choux

• Club Panama

• Haarlemmerstraat

• Double Tree by Hilton

• Starbucks

• Mr. Porter

• Restaurant Vermeer (Michelin star)

• W Amsterdam

• 9 Straatjes

• Mövenpick Hotel

• Yoghurt Barn

• Choux

• Loetje Centraal

• Bitterzoet

• De Bijenkorf

• Eric Vöckel Suites

• Pancakes Amsterdam

• Mr. Sister

• MOS (Michelin star)

• Oliva

• Kalverstraat

• Park Plaza Vicoria

• Café de Pont

• Burgerij

• Restaurant Bougainville (Michelin star)

• AIR Amsterdam

• Leidsestraat

• art’otel

• Omelegg

• Exki

• The White Room (Michelin star)

• Supperclub

• PC Hooftstraat

• Sir Adam Hotel

• De Bakkerswinkel

• Salsa Shop

• Coulisse

• Bar Rouge

• Albert Heijn

• Hotel Jakarta

• Café Jakarta

• Wagamama

• Grand Café 1884

• Rokin

• Grand hotel Amrâth

• Saigon Caphé

• Grand Café Restaurant 1e klas

• Lindengracht

• Hanneke’s Boom

• Scheepskameel

• Nieuwmarkt

• Kyoto Sushi

• Sea Palace

• Tolhuistuin

• Moon ADAM Tower
• Restaurant Eye
• Geisha
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ACCESSIBLE,
EXCITING,
CONVENIENT
The Admiral combines superb accessibility
with peaceful riverbanks and great cityscapes.
A multitude of transport connections bring any
destination within range of this select location.
The building sits at a gateway to the entire city
of Amsterdam and many other cities, both
national and international. Travel hubs like
Amsterdam Central Station or Schiphol
Airport connect locally via a broad network of
trams and metro stations. The modern NoordZuid metro line is also close by, while various
bus routes also serve the area. There’s even a
regular ferry route for those wishing to arrive
on the water. Travel by car is also possible.
Ten parking spaces are provided at the
building, while another 1,369 spaces are
available at nearby Oosterdok Parking Garage.
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Contact

For more information
or private digital tour:

DRS Makelaars
Amsteldijk 194
1079 LK Amsterdam
+31 20 640 52 52

JLL
Parnassusweg 727
1077 DG Amsterdam
+31 20 540 54 05

www.theadmiral.nl

The Admiral is a development
of AEW International
No rights can be derived from the
contents of this document.
Design: FPW
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www.theadmiral.nl

